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Welcome Back Dear Readers,
To shiny, glossy print! I know it's only been a month but we are delighted to be
back. Although I must say our online viewings of the Pattaya Trader went through
the roof last month so I am really pleased that so many of you were able to read the
magazine via our flip books on pattayatrader.com.
I have to also say a really big Thank You to our advertisers and contributors without
whose support we wouldn’t have been able to bounce back this month with a
printed June edition.
So for the tactile amongst you who just love the coffee table feel of our magazine we
are as usual distributing around town. Please like our Facebook pages to be kept up
to date with this - of which more opposite.
Here’s hoping that we’ve all got through the worst of this pandemic together and will
continue- onwards and upwards!
Thank you all loyal readers and friends
Please continue to take care and Stay Safe!

Gloria
pattaya trader@pattayatrader.com
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O5IVSTEBZUI.BZJUXBTBOOPVODFEUIBU1VCMJD)FBMUI&OHMBOEIBEBQQSPWFEJUTÙSTUBOUJCPEJFT
test, which could detect if people had already had the Coronavirus and therefore suggest if they are
now immune to it. These tests were then rolled out to NHS health and social care workers.

Further good news followed on the 26th with the green light given to an antiviral drug called remdesivir.
Previously used in the treatment of Hepatitis C and Ebola initial trials on COVID-19 patients showed that
it reduced the length of time they experienced
symptoms from 15 to 11 days. All this without the
helpful medical tips from President Trump!
Most countries are in far better shape as regards
ÚBUUFOJOH UIF DVSWF PG UIF QBOEFNJD BOE XF TFF
glimmers of hope with restrictions lifted both here
in Thailand and abroad. Although there is still a long
way to go until the end of this virus, there have been
some interesting developments whilst we have been
suffering from it.
World wide satellite imagery shows amazing
reductions in air pollution over countries where
USBGÙDIBTCFFOMJNJUFE$0FNJTTJPOTESPQQFE
percent in April to levels not seen since 2006.
Undoubtedly the reduction in pollution has been
caused through planes being grounded and
there being fewer cars on the road.Air pollution is
plummeting everywhere and according to CNN,
locals in the Punjab region of India have been able
UPTFFUIF)JNBMBZBTGPSUIFÙSTUUJNFJOEFDBEFT
Also,with fewer humans out and about, animals have
CFOFÙUFE'PSFYBNQMFJO*OEJB JUIBTCFFOFTUJNBUFE
UIBUUIFSFBSFDVSSFOUMZNPSFÚBNJOHPFTUIBOJT
VTVBMBUUIJTUJNFPGZFBS5IFZIBWFÚPDLFEJOUIFJS
thousands to lakes which they light up in pink.
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Whilst here in Thailand the
endangered Leatherbacks (the
world’s biggest sea turtles) have
reaped the rewards of fewer tourists.
The largest number of nests have
been found in two decades on
beaches bereft of people because
of the coronavirus pandemic.
Photo turtle

4DJFOUJTUTIBWFBMTPDPOÙSNFEUIBUUIFP[POFMBZFS XIJDIXFIBWFCFFOEBNBHJOHGPSBMPOHUJNFOPX JT
actually repairing itself.
*O  UIF n.POUSFBM 1SPUPDPMo XBT JOUSPEVDFE JUT BJN CFJOH UIF EJTDPOUJOVBUJPO PG TQFDJÙD TVCTUBODFT
that caused drastic damage such as refrigerants, aerosol spray propellants and industrial solvents..Also
concentrations of nitrogen oxides have gone down by as much as one half in some industrial centers since
the onset of the pandemic.

Of course these glimpses of silver linings for the planet do not make up for the devastation of the COVID-19
pandemic. However the global health disaster we are all living through has given us the opportunity to assess
which aspects of modern life are absolutely necessary, and what positive changes might be possible.
During quarantine we have all been forced to be alone with our thoughts for a little while and to put into
perspective what is important. It will be interesting to see in the next few years whether we continue with
our slavish following of the major conglomerates and international brands. Or whether we look instead to
supporting our local businesses and neighbours?
For family, loved ones and those who care for them is something we have all come to realise is of the utmost
importance.
www.pattayatrader.com
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COMFORTED BY A TRIP TO HARLAN’S
RESTAURANT

W

hen you’re on lockdown the anticipation of a great meal takes on even
greater importance. It is a wonderful chance to return to something
resembling normality. The simple pleasure of getting dressed up and
going out for an evening is a real tonic. Plus it gives a much needed
break to whoever has been designated the cook of the house in the lockdown
months.

Yes not having a good bottle of wine to accompany your food is a shame and at
the time of writing this restriction still had not been lifted in Pattaya. However, the
CFOFÙUJTUIBUZPVSÙOBMCJMMXJMMCFDPOTJEFSBCMZMFTTUIBOVTVBM
So during these trying times for us all, Harlan has come up with a new concept
to tempt us back into his Cozy beach restaurant. It provides value which, in my
opinion, cannot be beat. That is because you can now eat a 3 course meal at
Comfort by Harlan from as little as 490 baht because the offer of appetizer and
dessert for free (which we all loved during the Sunday brunch) is still being kept.
Also the quality of the experience has not diminished and everything you try is
simply a taste sensation!
He will delight you with a starter selection to really wake up your taste buds - we enjoyed
wonderful Italian meatballs, Parma ham with melon and a crunchy, delightful
Vietnamese spring roll with dipping sauce.
Taste buds truly awake I was torn between the Lamb on crack and the
Chicken enchiladas The lamb on crack being a slow cooked, braised lamb
TIBOLXSBQQFEJOBIFSCQBODBLFXJUINVTISPPNUSVGÚFHPPTFMJWFSBOEB
butter pastry crust served with a green pea puree and roasted onions. As
delicious as that sounded,smelt and looked, my greed got the better of me
and I went for the chicken enchiladas. These were served with melted jack
cheese ranchero sauce ,Mexican rice 2 types of salsa lime and jalapenosand they were amazing!
In fact the portion was so generous I was almost wiped out. Almost couldn’t
FBU EFTTFSUcBMNPTU cBMNPTU * NBOBHFE UP ÙOE B MJUUMF SPPN BGUFS NZ
ÚBWPVSTPNF FOUSFF GPS DSJTQZ GSFTI NFSJOHVF XJUI WBOJMMB DVTUBSE  XIJQQFE
cream, kiwi fruit and berries in a rich, raspberry sauce.
Feeling like I had really overdone it I have to say that the desserts were too good to
miss. After all I wasn’t having wine so why not have an extra treat? - The delightful mocktails
helping to accompany every course.
Here in Pattaya we’ve all known or heard
PG UIF n#SPPLMZO #BE #PZo  n)BSMBO XJUI
B )BSMFZo n5IF 4DPVSHF PG UIF 'BDFCPPL
EJOJOHDMVCToCVUXIBUUIFTFTUSBOHFUJNFT
IBWFCSPVHIUVTJTBNPSFSFÚFDUJWF DBMNFS
Harlan. One who is allowing his food to do
the talking and one who begs his friends to
reign him in if he gets too loud again.
Long may it continue - the food is great, the
staff and service are great. Go treat yourself!
Closed on Tuesdays but otherwise open
everyday from 4pm - 9pm with a constantly
changing menu so check out the Facebook
page to be kept updated.
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THIS MONTH’S PATTAYA TRADER SUPPLEMENT
June’s Dietary Supplement is Fish Oil
What is it and why should we take it ?
'JTIPJMJTVTVBMMZFYUSBDUFEGSPNPJMZÙTI TVDI
as herring, tuna, sardines, anchovies, and
mackerel and is one of the most commonly
consumed dietary supplements. The World
Health Organization (WHO) recommends
FBUJOHqQPSUJPOTPGÙTIQFSXFFLCFDBVTF
UIFPNFHBGBUUZBDJETJOÙTIQSPWJEFNBOZ
IFBMUIZ CFOFÙUT JODMVEJOH QSPUFDUJPO BHBJOTU
a number of diseases. Therefore if you don’t
DPOTVNFBMPUPGPJMZÙTIJOZPVSEJFU UBLJOH
B ÙTI PJM TVQQMFNFOU DBO SFBMMZ IFMQ ZPV HFU
enough omega-3s.
It's also important to note that the types of
PNFHBTGPVOEJOÙTIPJMIBWFHSFBUFSIFBMUI
CFOFÙUT UIBO UIPTF JO TPNF QMBOU TPVSDFT5IF NBJO PNFHBT JO ÙTI PJM CFJOH  FJDPTBQFOUBFOPJD BDJE &1"  BOE
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), while the omega-3 in plant sources is mainly alpha-linolenic acid (ALA).

Help with the prevention of Heart Disease
Heart disease is the leading cause of death worldwide. Studies show that people who eat a lot of ÙTIIBWFNVDIMPXFS
SBUFTPGIFBSUEJTFBTF$POTVNJOHÙTIPJMDBOJODSFBTFMFWFMTPGnHPPEo)%-DIPMFTUFSPMBOEIFMQSFEVDFCMPPEQSFTTVSF
in people with elevated levels.
It may also prevent the plaques that cause your arteries to harden and reduce fatal arrhythmia events.

Can help treat Certain Mental Disorders
Your brain is made up of nearly 60% fat, and much of this fat is omega-3 fatty acids. There have been studies that
TVHHFTUQFPQMFXJUIDFSUBJONFOUBMEJTPSEFSTIBWFMPXFSPNFHBCMPPEMFWFMTBOEUIBUÙTIPJMTVQQMFNFOUTDBOIFMQ
prevent the onset or reduce the chances of schizophrenia, depression and bipolar disorder. Also as you age, your brain
function slows down, and your risk of Alzheimer's disease increases. Fish oil supplements — especially EPA-rich ones
— may help with a slower decline in brain function in old age. There have been some studies to support this which have
TIPXOUIBUÙTIPJMNBZIFMQUPJNQSPWFNFNPSZJOIFBMUIZ PMEFSBEVMUT

May help support Eye Health
Like your brain, your eyes rely on omega-3 fats. Evidence shows that people who don't get enough omega3s have a greater risk of eye diseases . Also as we know eye health begins to decline in old age. This can
FWFOMFBEUPBHFSFMBUFENBDVMBSEFHFOFSBUJPO ".% &BUJOHÙTIJTMJOLFEUPBSFEVDFESJTLPG".%BOE
TUVEJFTIBWFGPVOEUIBUDPOTVNJOHBIJHIEPTFPGÙTIPJMGPSXFFLTJNQSPWFEWJTJPOJOBMM".%QBUJFOUT

May Reduce Inflammation
8F IFBS B HSFBU EFBM BCPVU *OÚBNNBUJPO CVU XIBU FYBDUMZ JT JU  *U JT JO GBDU ZPVS JNNVOF TZTUFNT way
PG ÙHIUJOH JOGFDUJPO BOE USFBUJOH JOKVSJFT )PXFWFS  DISPOJD JOÚBNNBUJPO DBO CF  BTTPDJBUFE XJUI TFSJPVT
JMMOFTTFT  TVDI BT PCFTJUZ  EJBCFUFT  EFQSFTTJPO  BOE IFBSU EJTFBTF 5IFSFGPSF SFEVDJOH JOÚBNNBUJPO DBO
IFMQUSFBUUIFTZNQUPNTPGUIFTFTFSJPVTEJTFBTFT'JTIPJMIBTBOUJJOÚBNNBUPSZQSPQFSUJFT BOEDBOSFEVDF
UIFQSPEVDUJPOPGJOÚBNNBUPSZNPMFDVMFTDBMMFEDZUPLJOFT.PSFPWFS ÙTIPJMTVQQMFNFOUTDBOTJHOJÙDBOUMZ
reduce joint pain, stiffness, with conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis.

Supports Healthy Skin
Your skin is the largest organ in your body, and it contains a lot of omega-3 fatty acids that can decline
throughout your life, especially during old age or after too much sun exposure.
Fish oil can help maintain a healthy skin and also combat disorders such as psoriasis and dermatitis.
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Is beneficial during Pregnancy.
Omega-3s are essential for early growth and
development Therefore, it's important for mothers
to get enough omega-3s during pregnancy
BOE XIJMF UIFZ BSF CSFBTUGFFEJOH "MTP ÙTI PJM
supplements in mothers or infants may improve
hand-eye coordination, although their effect on
learning and IQ is unclear.

Can Reduce Liver Fat
Most of the fat in your body is processed by your
liver which can also play a role in weight gain
even leading to obesity. Fish oil supplements can
JNQSPWF MJWFS GVODUJPO BOE JOÚBNNBUJPO  XIJDI
may help reduce symptoms of NAFLD (nonalcoholic fatty liver disease) and the amount of fat
in your liver.

In Children it may Improve Attention and Reduce Hyperactivity
#FIBWJPSBMEJTPSEFSTJODIJMESFODBOJOUFSGFSFXJUIMFBSOJOHBOEEFWFMPQNFOU
More and more such as (ADHD) are being recognised and involve hyperactivity and inattention.Given
UIBU PNFHBT NBLF VQ B TJHOJÙDBOU QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF CSBJO  HFUUJOH FOPVHI PG UIFN NBZ CF JNQPSUBOU
for preventing behavioral disorders in early lifeFish oil supplements may improve perceived hyperactivity,
JOBUUFOUJPO JNQVMTJWFOFTT BOEBHHSFTTJPOJODIJMESFO5IJTNBZCFOFÙUFBSMZMJGFMFBSOJOH 

May Improve Asthma Symptoms and Allergy Risk
Asthma, which can cause swelling in the lungs and shortness of breath, is becoming much more common in
JOGBOUT"OVNCFSPGTUVEJFTJODMVEJOHPOFPGOFBSMZ QFPQMFTIPXFEUIBUÙTIPJMNBZSFEVDFBTUINB
TZNQUPNT FTQFDJBMMZJOFBSMZMJGFSFEVDJOHUIFSJTLPGBTUINBJODIJMESFOCZq'VSUIFSNPSF ÙTIPJM
supplements in pregnant mothers may reduce the risk of allergies in infants.

May Improve Bone Health
During old age, bones can begin to lose their essential minerals, making them more likely to break. This
can lead to conditions like osteoporosis and osteoarthritis. Calcium and vitamin D are very important for
CPOFIFBMUICVUTPNFTUVEJFTTVHHFTUUIBUPNFHBGBUUZBDJETDBOBMTPCFCFOFÙDJBMBTQFPQMFXJUIIJHIFS
omega-3 intakes and blood levels have been found to have better bone mineral density.

How to Supplement
*GZPVEPOPUFBUqQPSUJPOTPGPJMZÙTIQFSXFFL ZPVNBZXBOUUPDPOTJEFSUBLJOHBÙTIPJMTVQQMFNFOU
Dosage recommendations vary depending on your age and health.
WHO recommends a daily intake of 0.2–0.5 grams (200–500 mg) of combined EPA and DHA. However, it may
be necessary to increase the dosage if you are pregnant, nursing, or at risk of heart disease. .
Fish oil supplements come in a number of forms, including ethyl esters (EE), triglycerides (TG), reformed
triglycerides (rTG), free fatty acids (FFA) and phospholipids (PL).
Your body doesn't absorb ethyl esters as well as others, so opt for those instead.
.BOZTVQQMFNFOUTDPOUBJOVQUP NHPGÙTI
oil per serving — but only 300 mg of EPA and DHA.
Try to choose a supplement that contains at least
NHPG&1"BOE%)"QFS NHPGÙTIPJM
Omega-3 fatty acids are prone to oxidation, which
makes them go rancid. To avoid this, you can
choose a supplement that contains an antioxidant,
such as vitamin E Also, keep your supplements
away from light — ideally in the refrigerator.
%POU VTF B ÙTI PJM TVQQMFNFOU UIBU IBT B SBODJE
smell or is out of date.
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JACK Vs TIGER.

WHO’S THE GREATEST?

I

f you sit around long enough amongst golfers anywhere in the world, sooner or later this question will come up.
Who is the greatest of all time?

The accepted measurement of any golfer’s greatness for a hundred years has always been, how many majors? Until
5JHFSDBNFBMPOHBOEFYQMPEFEPOUPUIFTDFOFJOXJUIBTIPUNBSHJOEFNPMJUJPOKPCBUUIF.BTUFSTBOEUIFO
XFOUPOUPBGVSUIFSNBKPSUJUMFTJOUIFOFYUZFBST UIFBOTXFSXBTBMXBZT+BDL/JDLMBVT/PPOFFWFODBNFDMPTF
Tiger has gone on to get 15 major wins on his record up until now, including that fantastic comeback win at Augusta in
2019, but he remains 3 behind Nicklaus and even his greatest fan would have to say it looks unlikely that he can pass
the 18 milestone now.
If we take a closer look at both of their records in the majors over the prime periods of their careers, both around 25
ZFBST +BDLXJOmTIBOETEPXO/PUPOMZEJEIFXJOUJNFT IFÙOJTIFEJOUIFUPQBGVSUIFSUJNFTBNPOHTUUPQ
ÙOJTIFT5JHFSIBEUPQÙOJTIFTBNPOHTUUPQUFOÙOJTIFTBMPOHTJEFIJTWJDUPSJFT
Looking back on Tiger’s career, after a win record in both the majors and other tournaments between 1999 and 2002
that is nothing short of miraculous his game goes into what for him was a slump in the next 2 years, where he never
really competed in any major and even got displaced by Vijay Singh as the world number 1. After winning the US open
in June 2002 he doesn’t win his next major until the masters in 2005 despite plenty of wins in other tournaments.
Jack Nicklaus on the other hand never had a slump. His record in more than 20 years in the majors is scarcely credible.
He had twice as many top 10’s as placings outside it and expected to win every time he teed it up.
5IBUmTOPUBMMUIFSFJTUPJUUIPVHI5JHFSIBTNBOZNPSFXJOTCPUIJOUIF64BOEXPSMEXJEF#PUIXFSFDPNQMFUFMZ
EPNJOBOUJOUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFFSBTBOECPUITUSVDLGFBSJOUPUIFJSPQQPOFOUT#BTJDBMMZJGUIFZXFSFJOUIFÙFMEBOEQMBZFE
well, they won. Not to mention the Nicklaus win at the Masters in 1986 and Tiger’s at the same venue in 2019, both when
they were past their best and that represent for me the two best moments in golf.
*UIJOLJUBMMDPNFTEPXOUPXIFOZPVÙSTUTUBSUFEXBUDIJOHPSQMBZJOHHPMG*mNGSPNUIF/JDLMBVTFSBBOEXJMMBMXBZTSBUF
IJNBTUIF(0"5CVUJGZPVmSFGSPNUIFHFOFSBUJPOTBGUFSNFXIFO5JHFSXBTJOIJTQPNQ JUmMMCFIJN#VUBT*TBJEBU
the top of the page, the accepted measurement of greatness is golf has always been and probably always will be how
many major victories the player has. So sorry all you Tiger fans, it’s Jack for me.
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SPORTS UPDATE
By Steve Wade

FOOTBALL
8JUIUIFÙSTUtentative steps towards the resumption of the football
programmes throughout Europe, the authorities in France have
declared the Ligue 1 season over with PSG declared champions.
This has led to Lyon, one of the clubs who could have challenged
for European competition next year, taking the powers that be to
court and I’m sure the situation will be watched closely by the rest
of the governing bodies in Europe.
5IF (FSNBO #VOEFTMJHB SFUVSOFE BOE XBT QMBZFE CFIJOE DMPTFE
doors to a decidedly mixed reaction. With Germany easing the
lockdown the home fans were glad that they could at least watch
their teams from local bars, albeit at a safe distance but the TV
viewing was greeted with many people on social media saying
that football without fans is virtually unwatchable and should be
cancelled until they can return.
The Premier League is frankly all over the place. At the time of going to press clubs have started training again with a view to
resuming in June but after the initial round of testing for Covid-19 amongst players and staff, six have come back positive with
more results to come. There has also been some outspoken comments from some players who think that it’s too soon for a
SFTUBSUBOEXJUIUIFBCPWFDPOÙSNFEDBTFTBOEWFSZMJLFMZNPSFUPDPNF B+VOFSFTUBSUMPPLTJODSFBTJOHMZVOMJLFMZ
8JUI*UBMZmT4FSJF"JOMJNCPCFDBVTFBMMDPNQFUJUJWFTQPSUTBSFCMPDLFEVOUJMNJE+VOFBOE-B-JHBJO4QBJOQMBOOJOHJUTÙSTU
games, again behind closed doors, for the 8th of the same month, it looks like football fans will be waiting for a while yet for
UPQÚJHIUGPPUCBMMJO&VSPQFUPSFUVSO

FORMULA 1
5IFMBUFTUOFXTIFSFJTUIBUUIFDIBJSNBOPG'IBTTUBUFEUIBUIFJTJODSFBTJOHMZDPOÙEFOUUIBUUIFZDBOTUBHFBTFBTPO
of around sixteen races starting in July. However, with the plan to race in some of the countries worst hit by the virus and
the added complication of quarantine rules having to be adhered to as the F1 circus moves around the globe, this seems
PQUJNJTUJDBOEQMBOTBSFTUJMMÚVJE UPTBZUIFMFBTU

GOLF
The European tour has no plans to restart and with only two
UPVSOBNFOUT UIF#SJUJTI.BTUFSTJO+VMZBOEUIF&VSPQFBO0QFO
in September not already cancelled, a return to normality seems
a long way off. The PGA tour in the United States is scheduled
for a return, again behind closed doors, at the Charles Schwab
challenge which is being played at the Colonial Club in Texas in
mid June. With the players itching to return to action, a stellar
ÙFME IBT FOUFSFE CVU BHBJO JOUFSOBUJPOBM SFTUSJDUJPOT XJMM QMBZ
their part and the outcome remains to be seen.
Whatever your preference from the world of sport, it looks like
it will be some time before we return to anything like normality,
FWFO BT XF TFF UIF ÙSTU TNBMM TUFQT CFJOH UBLFO UIBU * IBWF
outlined above. Let’s all stay safe and hope we can watch our
favourite sports again soon. Take care.
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Online research & booking

Whilst no dates have been given it is imperative that
Thailand looks to re-start it’s tourism business. This
will be a long, hard road with vast challenges and
changes ahead. We look at some tips and hints that
may help small and medium sized businesses in
5IBJMBOE HFU BIFBE PG UIF QBDL BT UIF ÙSTU WJTJUPST
appear

Not where but when will people travel
again?

MARKETING CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
These will be challenging times and do not expect the
ÚPXKVTUUPTUBSUBHBJO*OJUJBMMZUIFSFXJMMCFWFSZGFX
GPSFJHOUPVSJTUTEVFUPÚJHIUMJNJUBUJPOTBOEQSPPGPG
health, so your main initial target audience should be
local Thai people and the foreigners living in Thailand,
QSJNBSJMZ #BOHLPL 5IFSF BSF B MPU PG QFPQMF XIP
have not been able to travel and a few days by the
beach (when they open), will be the break that they
need. Exclusive, quiet retreats will also be popular
as people start to lose their anxiety of seeing other Bloggers provide good influencer channels
The immediate future of OTA’s (Online Travel
people and yet maintain social distancing.
"HFODJFT #PPLJOH "JS#O#FUD JTOPUZFUDMFBSBOE
my recommendations for initial bookings will be for
There are many challenges ahead
Use this time to update your Website, Facebook direct reservations until people lose their inhibitions/
fears. However again, take the time to update your
page and any other social media outlets that you pages, use new photos and inform future guests of
use. Use new pictures that will entice this audience. the steps that you have taken for cleanliness and
There are many exPat/Farang groups on Facebook disinfection.
that will allow you to post.Market Parity may become
JSSFMFWBOU BU UIJT UJNF BT UIF ÙSTU HVFTUT NBZ IBWF How effective will they be in the near future?
NBOZ TQFDJÙD SFRVFTUT  UIFSFGPSF QSJDF TFOTJUJWJUZ
Once a Market leader but now?
may not be the highest priority. However keep the
process sensible (no dumping) but try to maintain
So many possibilities
level local pricing.
#MPHHFST DBO CF FGGFDUJWF JG VTFE DBSFGVMMZ5IFZ
can be useful for several reasons. First, they live
JO ZPVS IPUFMHVFTUIPVTF BOE XSJUF UIFJS ÙSTUIBOE
experience which they post on their blogs. However
be sure to secure the right to be able to use their
material and also their photographs for your own
QSPNPUJPOT #F DFSUBJO UP BMTP TIBSF UIFJS QPTUT PO
your own Facebook pages. A great deal of the ‘new’
CVTJOFTT JT HPJOH UP SFMZ PO UIF QFSTPOBMWFSJÙBCMF
experience and this is a cost effective way to acquire
third party assessment to complement your brochure/
online copy.
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at your own cleaning and disinfection procedures.
Make certain that they are thorough and will reassure
guests that you are doing everything possible to
ensure that they will not contact Covid-19 while they
are with you. Do everything to reassure your guests
that you really do take their health very seriously.

Reassure guests
Professional texts convince new clients

Some bloggers have a vision

Take disinfection seriously
Be seen to be actively disinfecting
How guests are going to maintain Social Distancing
JTBDIBMMFOHFUIBUBMMXJMMGBDF #FDFSUBJOUPQSPWJEF
opportunities for this and ensure that your staff are
extremely careful and wear their masks at all times.
It is not going to be easy especially if this wretched
virus keeps reappearing around the world. Guests
will slowly want to start to mingle but you will have to
be very careful how you manage this as you do not
XBOUZPVSQSPQFSUZUPCFDPNFBIPUTQPUGPSBÚBSFVQ

Remind guests to observe Social distancing
The New Welcome
Thai hospitality is known as the best and friendliest
in the world. Thailand has the great advantage of the
Trip Advisor
Trip-Advisor may still remain a valuable marketing serene Wai as welcome, but how will this now look
tool. Don’t worry that the whole world is going to with facemask, visor and possibly gloves?. Guests
IBWFBHBQJOUIFJSDPNNFOUTEVFUPUIFWJSVT#F will need to be reassured but not scared by hazard
sure to use this time to answer any comments that suits!
are on your page and ready to receive new ones.
Welcome with a smile!
Thai Hospitality is legendary and will prevail again
however the challenges ahead are many and have
never been faced by humanity before.
(PPEMVDLUPZPVBMM#FTUSPOHBOEPQUJNJTUJD

Cleanliness/ Disinfection
How are the new travellers going to be thinking about
travel? Whilst a necessity today, I don’t believe that
a Temperature Check and dollop of hand sanitiser is
going to make them feel any safer as they arrive. Look
www.pattayatrader.com
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Do you know about the Health Insurance requirements for Long Stay
Visa Applicants in Thailand?
Last year’s new ruling by the Ministry of Public Health has meant that people applying or re-applying a non-immigrant
visa will now need to have a Thai health insurance policy for the duration of their stay.

Do you have the correct Medical Insurance in place?
We work with companies that are approved by Thailand immigration.

Have you been refused insurance because of your age?
8FXPSLXJUIDPNQBOJFTUIBUXJMMBDDFQUBQQMJDBOUTVQUPZFBSTPGBHF

Have you been unable to find English speaking support staff?
We have English speaking staff to assist you, also can put you in touch with German, French, Russian, Italian, Japanese
and of course Thai speakers.

Do you have pre-existing health conditions?
#FTQPLFQBDLBHFTDBOCFBSSBOHFEXJUIGVMMEJTDMPTVSF

Have you been refused a renewal of your insurance because of your age?
We work with companies that can supply policy renewability to age 99 years.

We can help with all the above by sourcing the right company for your needs here in Thailand. With a free
no obligation appraisal our local advisor (right here in Pattaya) can offer you the best policy to cover your
requirements.
Contact us now to tell us how we can help.
Expat Finance

www.pattayatrader.com
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MEDICAL INSURANCE
%0:06/&&%.&%*$"-*/463"/$&50#&"--08&%5045":*/5)"*-"/%
"3&:06"8"3&5)"55)*4.":#&$0.&"$0/%*5*0/0':0637*4"503&."*/)&3&*/5)"*-"/%

PENSION ADVICE
ARE YOU UNHAPPY WITH THE PENSION ADVICE YOU HAVE RECEIVED?
NO LONGER IN TOUCH WITH YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR OR NOT HAPPY WITH THE PLAN YOU WERE SOLD AND
NEED ADVICE ?

DO YOU HAVE A PENSION BASED IN MALTA?
*'40:068*--#&$)"3(&%5"90/1":.&/54%3"8%08/48&$"/)&-1.*/*.*4&5)*48*5)"
CHANGE OF JURISDICTION

RETIREMENT PLANNING
PLANNING TO RETIRE IN THAILAND?
DO YOU NEED TO TRANSFER YOUR PRIVATE PENSION TO A QROPS?

PLANNING TO RETURN TO THE UK?
NEED HELP TRANSFERING YOUR QROPS TO AN INTERNATIONAL SIPPS?
With on average 50% lower fees than those charged by QROPS providers International Sipps help you consider all your
options and return home or move to a different country.
&91"5'*/"/$&$"/)&-1:068*5)"/:0'5)&4&26&45*0/4"/%.03&
JUST WRITE TO US AT BENJO!FYQBUÙOBODFPSH

www.pattayatrader.com
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TRADER X WORD JUNE 2020
Across

Down

ACROSS

DOWN

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Restricted (7)
5. Perils (5)
8. Detection device (5)
9. Villain (5)
10. The sheltered side (7)
11. Flightless bird of Australia (3)
12. Chasm (5)
14. Complies (5)
19. Prohibit (3)
20. Diplomatic (7)
22. Nimble (5)
23. Light beam (5)
24. Reside (5)
25. Boring (7)

1. Pub (6)
4. Take for granted (6)
9. Weird (7)
10. Take place (5)
11. Expiation (9)
12. Sense organ (3)
13. Stage whisper (5)
15. Paragon (5)
20. Sphere (3)
22. Vortex (9)
24. Tine (5)
25. Ameliorated (7)
26. Cure (6)
27. Extremely bad (6)

1. Utensil (5)
3. Path (5)
7. Disregarded (7)
9. Send out (5)
10. Military command (5)
11. Mythical beast (7)
12. Taste (6)
14. Movie house (6)
18. Bet (7)
20. Deduce (5)
22. Unsuitable (5)
23. Roamed (7)
24. Finished (5)
25. Small boat (5)

1. Food store (6)
2. Decoration (5)
3. Goals (7)
4. Fin (6)
5. Stiff (5)
6. Stage set (7)
7. Repress (6)
13. Dressing (7)
15. Perplexed (7)
16. Overseas (6)
17. Dialect (6)
18. Tusked marine mammal (6)
20. Test (5)
21. Lariat (5)

1. Tropical bird (6)
2. Asinine (7)
3. Ambit (5)
5. Yelled (7)
6. Relative (5)
7. Mistakes (6)
8. Varieties (5)
14. Injured (7)
16. Foreshorten (7)
17. Barrel maker (6)
18. Wild and savage (5)
19. Blot (6)
21. Flower (5)
23. Part of a play (5)

1. Mariners (7)
2. Possessed (5)
3. Boredom (6)
4. Legal excuse (5)
5. Svelte (7)
6. Beer mug (5)
8. Relating to country life (5)
13. Tycoon (7)
15. Dialect (5)
16. Condense (7)
17. Worshipped (6)
18. Forgo (5)
19. Graded (5)
21. Criminal (5)

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 52
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